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Dear Camden Council 
 
As Brecknock Student School Council, we are writing to you to convince you that we need to 
have changes made to the pavement outside our school, at the Early Years entrance.  
 
Some years ago you widened the pavement outside our main entrance on Cliff Villas. This 
has meant that children and parents have more space to get in and out of school safely. It 
has recently become a very crowded area again at the start of the day so we now have a 
“soft start” which means children can go to their class from 10 to 9 in the morning. This 
entrance is now much less crowded and dangerous. 
 
Unfortunately we do still have a big problem with too many buggies and people at the 
Nursery and Reception entrance. It is still an ordinary sized pavement with the added 
difficulty of some very big trees in it. This means that the adults have to move around trees, 
people and other buggies. We are worried that there will be an accident soon with 
somebody being run over by the wheels of a pushchair or getting pushed onto the road by 
the crowd and into a car. If the pavement was wider, parents would have space to move 
around the trees without blocking another parent’s way.  
 
We would also like you to consider making Cliff Villas a one way road. It would stop 
arguments between car drivers when they meet each other going the other way and can’t 
get past. A wider pavement would not then be a problem for car drivers either. 
 
We hope you think carefully about our idea and can help us make outside our school safer 
for parents and children. 
 
Yours sincerely 
Brecknock School Council 
 
 
2B: Sienna and Makhae.                          2H :Erin and Timur                 (Aged 6 and 7) 
 
3N: Sharnelle and Plator.                        3F: Kawthar  and Alex            (Aged  7 and 8) 
 
4W: Ben  and  Ruwayda                          4M: Abbi and Ayesha.           (Aged 8 and 9) 
 
5W:  Mary and Keleigh.                           5M: Jennifer and Ruben       (Aged 9 and 10) 
 
6C: Freya and Anisa                                 6G: Rammy and Denzil          (Aged 10 and 11) 
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